
                                                                    
SUBURBAN LEAGUE DISQUALIFICATION FORM  
 
Event _______     Heat _______   Lane  __      
 
Athlete Name: _________________________________________________________ 
 
Medley Relay:    
01 Stroke infraction #___________ 
02 Early Start, Exchange (1 __________, 2 __________, 3 __________) 
Freestyle: 
11 No touch at turn _____ 
Butterfly: 
21 KICK: Alternating _____   Breast _____   Scissors _____ 
22 ARMS: Non-simultaneous _____   Underwater recovery _____ 
23 TOUCH: One Hand    Turn _____   Finish _____   
24   Non-Simultaneous   Turn _____   Finish _____ 
25 OTHER:  __________________________________________________ 
Backstroke: 
31 Not on back during swim (other than at turn)  _____ 
32 After turning on back more than one stroke before turn _____ 
33 Did not touch wall during turn _____ 
34 Not on back off wall at turn  _____ 
35 Not on back at finish _____ 
36 OTHER: _________________________________________________ 
Breaststroke: 
41 KICK:   Alternating _____   Butterfly _____   Scissors _____ 
42 ARMS: Non-Simultaneous _____   Hands beyond hipline _____ 
43 CYCLE: Head not up by widest part of arm stroke #2 ____    
44   Double Pull/Kick _____ 
45 TOUCH: One Hand     Turn _____   Finish _____   
46   Non-Simultaneous   Turn _____   Finish _____ 
47 OTHER: __________________________________________________ 
Individual Medley: 
51 Stroke infraction # _______________ 
52 Strokes not swum in proper order ________ 
Freestyle Relay: 
61 Early Start, Exchange (1 __________, 2 __________, 3 __________) 
Other: 
71 Did not finish _____ 
72 OTHER:  ___________________________________________________ 
 
 
Judge:     _____________________ ___ 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

SUBURBAN SWIM LEAGUE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TECHNICAL RULES SUMMARY* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BENEFIT OF DOUBT ALWAYS GOES TO THE SWIMMER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*This Summary is intended to provide a short summary of the Technical Rules for Swim 
Strokes and Relays adopted by the Suburban League (Technical Rules) and are 
intended to be consistent with the Technical Rules.  Any interpretation should refer to the 
Technical Rules and not this Summary. 
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MEDLEY RELAY 
 
Four swimmers swim each stroke in the following order:  Backstroke, 
Breaststroke, Butterfly, and Freestyle according to the rules of that stroke.  
TAKEOFF - Swimmer must maintain contact with the starting platform or wall 
until incoming swimmer has touched the wall.  ("Toes to Nose") 
 
FREESTYLE 
 
START - Forward start 
BODY POSITION - Any body position may be used 
STROKE - Any stroke style may be used 
KICK -  Any kick may be used 
TURN/FINISH - Some part of the body must touch the end of the pool 
 
BUTTERFLY 
 
START - Forward start 
BODY POSITION - "On the breast" 
STROKE - One arm pull underwater is allowed which brings the swimmer to the 
surface; Arms are brought forward over the water simultaneously 
KICK - All up and down movements of the legs and feet must be simultaneous; 
Alternating, scissors, and breaststroke kick is not allowed 
TURN/FINISH - Body is on the breast; Touch is made with both hands 
simultaneously; At turn, body is on the breast when swimmer leaves wall 
 
BACKSTROKE 
 
START - In the water with back to the pool 
BODY POSITION - "On the back", except for turns; Head must break the 
surface of the water by the second set of flags 
STROKE - Any stroke style may be used 
KICK - Any kick may be used 
TURN/FINISH - Some part of the body must touch the wall at the turn and finish; 
After the backstroke flags, swimmer may turn onto the breast and may take only 
one arm stroke (single or double pull) while performing the turn (gliding and 
kicking allowed); At turn, body must be on the back when swimmer leaves the 
wall; At finish, swimmer must touch the wall while on the back 
 
 
 

BREASTSTROKE 
 
START - Forward start 
BODY POSITION - "On the breast"; At each start and turn, swimmer may have 
one pull and kick while fully submerged and may use one butterfly kick with or 
following the pull; Head must break the surface of the water before hands are at 
the widest part of the second arm stroke 
STROKE - A complete cycle is one arm stroke followed by one leg kick in that 
order 
ARMS - Arms move simultaneously and in same horizontal plane; Hands 
recover from the breast; Elbows must be underwater except at the turn/finish; 
Head must break surface during each "stroke cycle"; Hands may not go past the 
hipline (except at the start and turn) 
KICK - All movement must be simultaneous; Feet are turned out; Alternating, 
butterfly, and scissors kick is not allowed (except one butterfly kick is allowed at 
start and turn) 
TURN/FINISH - Body is on the breast; Touch is made with both hands 
simultaneously; At turn, body must be on the breast when swimmer leaves wall 
 
INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY 
 
The swimmer swims each stroke in the following order:  Butterfly, Backstroke, 
Breaststroke, and Freestyle. 
 
START - Forward start 
BODY POSITION - Rules for each stroke apply 
STROKE - Rules for each stroke apply 
KICK - Rules for each stroke apply 
TURN/FINISH - Rules for the finish of each stroke apply  
 
FREESTYLE RELAY 
 
Four swimmers swim Freestyle. 
TAKEOFF - Swimmer must maintain contact with the starting platform or wall 
until incoming swimmer has touched the wall.  ("Toes to Nose") 
 
OTHER 

• Swimmer may not stand on the bottom (except - during Freestyle 
swimmer may stand, but not walk or spring off the bottom) 

• Swimmer may not use lane line to advance  
• Swimmer must start and finish race in assigned lane 


